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An Irish Country Courtship
A Novel
Forge Books After less than a year in Ballybucklebo, Barry Laverty is settling into the village, and with only a few more
months to go before he becomes a full partner in Dr. O'Reilly's medical practice, Barry's looking forward to becoming a
ﬁxture in the community. But an unexpected romantic reversal gives him second thoughts. As much as Barry enjoys
the rough and tumble of life in County Down, is tending to routine coughs and colds in a humble G.P.'s shop all he
wants out of life? Doctor Fingal Flahertie O'Reilly is going through personal upheavals as well. After mourning his
deceased wife for decades, he's ﬁnally allowed a new woman into his life. But this budding courtship is not going over
well with Kinky Kincaid, the doctors' housekeeper, who fears having her position usurped by O'Reilly's new ﬂame.
Meanwhile, life goes on in Ballybucklebo. From a mysterious outbreak at the local school to a complicated swindle
involving an unlucky race horse, the two doctors will need all of their combined wit and compassion to put things right
again--just in time for their lives to change forever.

An Irish Country Wedding
A Novel
Forge Books An Irish Country Wedding is another heart-warming tale from New York Times bestselling author Patrick
Taylor. Love is in the air in the colourful Ulster village of Ballybucklebo, where Dr. Fingal Flahertie O'Reilly has ﬁnally
proposed to the darling of his youth, Kitty O'Hallorhan. There's a wedding to be planned, but before O'Reilly can make
it to the altar, he and his young colleague, Barry Laverty, M.B., must deal with the usual round of eccentric
patients—and crises both large and small. Being a G.P. in a place like Ballybucklebo often means more than simply
splinting broken bones and tending to aches and pains. It can also mean helping a struggling young couple acquire
their ﬁrst home, clearing the name of a cat accused of preying on a neighbor's prize pigeons, and encouraging a bright
working-class girl who dreams of someday becoming a doctor herself. And, if you're Barry Laverty, still smarting from a
painful breakup, there might even be a chance for a new romance with a lovely school teacher, if her passionate
political convictions don't get in the way. Much has changed in Ballybucklebo, and bigger changes are in store, but the
lives and practices of these Irish country doctors remain as captivating and irresistible as ever. At the Publisher's
request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.

An Irish Country Wedding
A Novel
Forge Books An Irish Country Wedding is the seventh book in Patrick Taylor's popular Irish Country series, this --now
this beloved New York Times bestselling novel is now in trade paperback. Love is in the air in the colorful Ulster village
of Ballybucklebo, where Dr. Fingal Flahertie O'Reilly has ﬁnally proposed to the darling of his youth, Kitty O'Hallorhan.
There's a wedding to be planned, but before O'Reilly can make it to the altar, he and his young colleague, Barry
Laverty, M.B., must deal with the usual round of eccentric patients--and crises both large and small. Being a G.P. in a
place like Ballybucklebo often can mean more than simply splinting broken bones and tending to aches and pains. It
can also mean helping a struggling young couple acquire their ﬁrst home, clearing the name of a cat accused of
preying on a neighbor's prize pigeons, and encouraging a bright working-class girl who dreams of someday becoming a
doctor herself. And, if you're Barry Laverty, still smarting from a painful breakup, there might even be a chance for a
new romance with a lovely schoolteacher, if her passionate political convictions don't get in the way. Much has
changed in Ballybucklebo, and bigger changes are in store, but the lives and practices of these Irish country doctors
remain as captivating and irresistible as ever.
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An Irish Country Girl
A Novel
St. Martin's Press The author of An Irish Country Doctor oﬀers a story of the early life of his beloved character Kinky
Kincaid, who was once known as Maureen O'Hanlon, a farmer's daughter growing up in the hills and glens of 1920s
County Cork, Ireland, who had a gift for seeing fairies, spirits and the dreaded Banshee. Reprint. 200,000 ﬁrst printing.

An Irish Country Doctor
St. Martin's Press Barry Laverty, a recent medical school graduate, jumps at the chance to join a rural practice in
Ballybucklebo, Northern Ireland, until he meets his boss Dr. O'Reilly, a diﬃcult older physician with his own way of
doing things.

An Irish Country Welcome
Forge Books An Irish Country Welcome is a charming entry in Patrick Taylor's internationally bestselling Irish Country
series. In the close-knit Northern Irish village of Ballybucklebo, it’s said that a new baby brings its own welcome.
Young doctor Barry Laverty and his wife Sue are anxiously awaiting their ﬁrst child, but as the community itself
prepares to welcome a new decade, the closing months of 1969 bring more than a televised moon landing to Barry, his
friends, his neighbors, and his patients, including a number of sticky questions. A ﬂedgling doctor joins the practice as
a trainee, but will the very upper-class Sebastian Carson be a good ﬁt for the rough and tumble of Irish country life?
And as sectarian tensions rise elsewhere in Ulster, can a Protestant man marry the Catholic woman he dearly loves,
despite his father’s opposition? And who exactly is going to win the award for the best dandelion wine at this year’s
Harvest Festival? But while Barry and Dr. Fingal Flahertie O’Reilly and their fellow physicians deal with everything from
brain surgery to a tractor accident to a diﬃcult pregnancy, there’s still time to share the comforting joys and pleasures
of this very special place: ﬂy-ﬁshing, boat races, and even the town’s very ﬁrst talent competition! Welcome back to
Ballybucklebo, as vividly brought to life by a master storyteller.

An Irish Country Village
St. Martin's Press Delighted to be oﬀered a permanent position with crusty Dr. O'Reilly, Dr. Barry Lavery confronts a
crisis when his reputation is threatened by the unexpected death of one of his patients, he and O'Reilly launch a
campaign to save Ballybucklebo's 400-year-old pub, and his beloved Patricia tries to win a scholarship to Cambridge, in
the sequel to An Irish Country Doctor. Reprint.

Fingal O'Reilly, Irish Doctor
An Irish Country Novel
Forge Books Discover how Dr. O'Reilly began his medical career in the tenements of Dublin in Patrick Taylor's New York
Times bestselling series. Fans of Taylor's bestselling Irish Country novels know Dr. Fingal Flahertie O'Reilly as the
irascible senior partner of a general practice in the colourful Irish village of Ballybucklebo. Newly married to his longlost sweetheart, he's ready to settle into domestic bliss, but there's always something requiring his attention, be it a
riding accident, a diﬃcult patient with a worrisome heart condition, a spot of grouse-hunting, or even some tricky
shenanigans at the local dog races. The everyday complications of village life are very diﬀerent from the challenges
Fingal faced nearly thirty years earlier, when, fresh out of medical school, the young Dr. O'Reilly accepts a post at the
Aungier Street Dispensary, tending to the impoverished denizens of Dublin's tenement slums. Yet even as he tries to
make a diﬀerence, Fingal's tireless devotion to his patients may cost him his own true love. . . . Shifting back and forth
between the present and the past, Patrick Taylor's captivating Fingal O'Reilly brings to life both the green young man
O'Reilly once was and the canny village doctor readers have come to know and admire.

A Dublin Student Doctor
An Irish Country Novel
Forge Books Patrick Taylor's devoted readers know Doctor Fingal Flahertie O'Reilly as a pugnacious general practitioner
in the quaint Irish village of Ballybucklebo. Now Taylor turns back the clock to give us a portrait of the young
Fingal—and show us the pivotal events that shaped the man he would become. In the 1930s, fresh from a stint in the
Royal Navy Reserve, and against the wishes of his disapproving father, Fingal O'Reilly goes to Dublin to study
medicine. Fingal and his fellow aspiring doctors face the arduous demands of Trinity College and Sir Patrick Dun's
Hospital. The hours are long and the cases challenging, but Fingal manages to ﬁnd time to box and play rugby—and to
romance a fetching, gray-eyed nurse named Kitty O'Hallorhan. Dublin is a city of slums and tenements, where brutal
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poverty breeds diseases that the limited medical knowledge of the time is often ill-equipped to handle. His teachers
warn Fingal not to become too attached to his patients, but can he truly harden himself to the suﬀering he sees all
around him—or can he ﬁnd a way to care for his patients without breaking his heart? A Dublin Student Doctor is a
moving, deeply human story that will touch longtime fans as well as readers who are meeting Doctor Fingal O'Reilly for
the very ﬁrst time. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software
(DRM) applied.

An Irish Country Christmas
A Novel
Forge Books Patrick Taylor's New York Times and USA Today besteller, An Irish Country Christmas celebrates the season
in this third novel of his beloved series. Barry Laverty, M.B., is looking forward to his ﬁrst Christmas in the cozy village
of Ballybucklebo, at least until he learns that his sweetheart, Patricia, might not be coming home for the holidays. That
unhappy prospect dampens his spirits somewhat, but Barry has little time to dwell on his romantic disappointments.
Christmas may be drawing nigh, but there is little peace to be found on earth, especially for a young doctor plying his
trade in the emerald hills and glens of rural Ireland. Along with his senior partner, Doctor Fingal Flahertie O'Reilly,
Barry has his hands full dealing with seasonal coughs and colds, as well as the occasional medical emergency. To add
to the doctors' worries, competition arrives in the form of a patient-poaching new physician whose quackery threatens
the health and well-being of the good people of Ballybucklebo. Can one territory support three hungry doctors? Barry
has his doubts. But the wintry days and nights are not without a few tidings of comfort and joy. Between their hectic
medical practice, Rugby Club parties, and the kiddies' Christmas Pageant, the two doctors still ﬁnd time to play Santa
Claus to a struggling single mother with a sick child and not enough money in the bank. Snow is rare in Ulster, and so
are miracles, but that doesn't mean they never happen. . . . EditBuild At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold
without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.

The Wily O'Reilly: Irish Country Stories
Forge Books Long before Dr. Fingal Flahertie O'Reilly made most readers' acquaintance in Patrick Taylor's bestselling
novel An Irish Country Doctor, he appeared in a series of humorous columns originally published in Stitches: The
Journal of Medical Humour. These warm and wryly amusing vignettes provide an early glimpse at the redoubtable Dr.
O'Reilly as he tends to the colourful and eccentric residents of Ballybucklebo, a cozy Ulster village nestled in the
bygone years of the early sixties. Those seminal columns have been collected in The Wily O'Reilly: Irish Country
Stories. In this convenient volume, Patrick Taylor's legions of devoted fans can savor the enchanting origins of the
Irish Country series . . . and newcomers to Ballybucklebo can meet O'Reilly for the very ﬁrst time. An ex-Navy boxing
champion, classical scholar, crypto-philanthropist, widower, and hard-working general practitioner, Fingal Flahertie
O'Reilly is crafty and cantankerous in these charming slices of rural Irish life. Whether he's educating a naive man of
the cloth in the facts of life, dealing with chronic hypochondriacs and malingerers, clashing with pigheaded colleagues,
or raising a pint in the neighborhood pub, the wily O'Reilly knows a doctor's work is never done, even if some of his
"cures" can't be found in any medical text!

An Irish Doctor in Love and at Sea
An Irish Country Novel
Forge Books Long before Dr. Fingal Flahertie O'Reilly came to the colourful Irish village of Ballybucklebo, young surgeonlieutenant O'Reilly answered the call of duty to serve in World War II. Fingal just wants to marry his beloved Deirdre
and live happily ever after. First he must hone his skills at a British naval hospital before reporting back to the HMS
Warspite, where as a ship's doctor he faces danger upon the high seas. With German bombers a constant threat, the
future has never been more uncertain, but Fingal and Deirdre are determined to make a life together . . . no matter
what may lie ahead.Decades later, the war is long over, and O'Reilly is content to mend the bodies and souls of his
patients in Ballybucklebo, but there are still changes and challenges aplenty. A diﬃcult pregnancy, as well as an old
colleague badly in denial concerning his own serious medical condition, test O'Reilly and his young partner, Barry
Laverty. But even with all that occupies him in the present, can O'Reilly ever truly let go of the ghosts from his
past?Shifting eﬀortlessly between two singular eras, bestselling author Patrick Taylor continues the story of O'Reilly's
wartime experiences, while vividly bringing the daily joys and struggles of Ballybucklebo to life once more.

An Irish Country Yuletide
Forge Books December 1965. ‘Tis the season once again in the cozy Irish village of Ballybucklebo, which means that
Doctor Fingal Flahertie O’Reilly, his young colleague Barry Laverty, and their assorted friends, neighbors, and patients
are enjoying all their favorite holiday traditions: caroling, trimming the tree, ﬁnding the perfects gifts for their near
and dear ones, and anticipating a proper Yuletide feast complete with roast turkey and chestnut stuﬃng. There’s even
the promise of snow in the air, raising the prospect of a white Christmas. Not that trouble has entirely taken a holiday
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as the season brings its fair share of challenges as well, including a black-sheep brother hoping to reconcile with his
estranged family before it’s too late, a worrisome outbreak of chickenpox, and a sick little girl whose faith in Christmas
is in danger of being crushed in the worst way. As roaring ﬁreplaces combat the brisk December chill, it’s up to O’Reilly
to play Santa, both literally and ﬁguratively, to make sure that Ballybucklebo has a Christmas it will never forget!
Bonus: This heartwarming Yuletide tale also includes several mouth-watering recipes, straight from an Irish country
kitchen.

Patrick Taylor Irish Country Boxed Set
Forge Books Welcome to Ballybucklebo, the colourful Northern Ireleand community that is home to Dr. Fingal Flahertie
O'Reilly, his young assistant, Dr. Barry Laverty, and a host of other endearing and eccentric characters who make
every day an experience. Patrick Taylor's Irish Country novels captivate from the very ﬁrst page--and leave you
yearning to visit the Irish countryside of days gone by. Contained in this beautiful boxed set: An Irish Country Doctor
Barry Laverty, M.B., can barely ﬁnd the village of Ballybucklebo on the map when he ﬁrst sets out to seek employment
there. But Barry jumps at the chance to secure a position as an assistant in a small rural practice--that is until he
meets is boss, Dr. Fingal Flahertie O'Reilly. An Irish Country Village Dr. Barry Laverty has only just begun his
assistantship under the eccentric Dr. O'Reilly when the sudden death of a patient casts a cloud over Barry's reputation.
While he anxiously waits for the postmortem results, Barry must regain the trust of the village one patient at a time.
An Irish Country Christmas Dr. Barry Laverty is looking forward to his ﬁrst Christmas in Ballybucklebo, until he learns
that his sweetheart, Patricia, might not be coming home for the holiday. But the young doctor has little time to dwell
on romantic disappointments.

Now and in the Hour of Our Death
A Novel of the Irish Troubles
Forge Books Nine years ago, the bloody conﬂict in Northern Ireland tore apart two young lovers, consuming their hopes
and dreams and changing their lives forever. Now, in 1983, Davy McCutcheon and Fiona Kavanagh ﬁnd themselves
worlds apart. Davy, once a bomb-maker for the Provisional IRA, is serving a twenty-ﬁve-year sentence in a British
prison. Having seen enough of death and violence, he wants nothing more to do with the struggle that cost him his
freedom and his love. But old loyalties die hard and, despite himself, Davy is drawn into a dangerous conspiracy on
behalf of his fellow Provos . . . . Meanwhile, Fiona has forged a new life for herself in Vancouver, British Columbia, far
away from the war-torn streets of Belfast. Now a vice-principal at a local elementary school, she has a successful
career, good friends, and a new man in her life. Yet she remains haunted by painful memories of her troubled
homeland--and the love she left behind. Patrick Taylor's Now and in the Hour of Our Death is a moving and compelling
portrait of ordinary men and women caught up in a conﬂict not of their making, and of the way the past holds onto us
even as we try to move on into an uncertain future.

An Irish Country Family
An Irish Country Novel
Forge Books The instant USA Today bestselller! An Irish Country Family is a charming entry in Patrick Taylor's beloved
internationally bestselling Irish Country series. Before Doctor Barry Laverty joined Doctor Fingal O’Reilly's practice in
the colorful Irish village of Ballybucklebo, he was an intern, working long hours, practicing new medical techniques,
falling in love, and learning what is most important in the medical ﬁeld for a family physician—the bonds of family,
friendships, and human kindness. Years later, Barry practices everything he has learned in Ballybucklebo, a lovely
village where neighbor looks after neighbor. And while his own eﬀorts to start a family with his wife Sue have been
frustrated, the community around him couldn’t be stronger as they work together to show their solidarity. Shifting
eﬀortlessly between the two time periods, bestselling author Patrick Taylor continues the story of these beloved
characters while vividly bringing the daily joys and struggles of this delightful Irish village to life. At the Publisher's
request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.

An Irish Country Cottage
An Irish Country Novel
Forge Books An Irish Country Cottage is a charming entry in Patrick Taylor's beloved New York Times and internationally
bestselling Irish Country series. The New Year brings challenges and changes to the colorful Irish village of
Ballybucklebo. The Christmas holidays have barely passed before a ﬁre engulfs the humble thatched cottage housing
of Donal Donnally and his family. Although the family escapes the blaze more or less unsinged, Donal, his wife, their
three small children, and their beloved dog ﬁnd themselves with nothing left but the clothes on their back. Good thing
Doctors O’Reilly and Laverty are on hand to rally the good people of Ballybucklebo to come to their aid. Rebuilding the
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cottage won’t be quick or easy, but good neighbors from all walks of life will see to it that the Donallys get back on
their feet again, no matter what it takes. Meanwhile, matters of procreation occupy the doctors and their patients.
Young Barry Laverty and his wife Sue, frustrated in their eﬀorts to start a family, turn to modern medicine for answers.
O’Reilly must tread carefully as he advises a married patient on how to avoid another dangerous pregnancy. As a new
and tumultuous decade approaches, sectarian division threaten to bring unrest to Ulster, but in Ballybucklebo at least,
peace still reigns and neighbors look after neighbors. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital
Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.

A Dublin Student Doctor
An Irish Country Novel
Forge Books Devoted readers of Patrick Taylor's Irish Country novels know Doctor Fingal Flahertie O'Reilly as a
pugnacious general practitioner in the quaint Irish village of Ballybucklebo. Now, in A Dublin Student Doctor, Taylor
turns back the clock to give us a portrait of the young Fingal--and show us the pivotal events that shaped the man he
would become. In the 1930s, fresh from a stint in the Royal Navy Reserve, and against the wishes of his disapproving
father, Fingal O'Reilly goes to Dublin to study medicine. Fingal and his fellow aspiring doctors face the arduous
demands of Trinity College and Sir Patrick Dun's Hospital. The hours are long and the cases challenging, but Fingal
manages to ﬁnd time to box and play rugby--and to romance a fetching, gray-eyed nurse named Kitty O'Hallorhan.
Dublin is a city of slums and tenements, where brutal poverty breeds diseases that the limited medical knowledge of
the time is often ill-equipped to handle. His teachers warn Fingal not to become too attached to his patients, but can
he truly harden himself to the suﬀering he sees all around him--or can he ﬁnd a way to care for his patients without
breaking his heart? A Dublin Student Doctor is a moving, deeply human story that will touch longtime fans as well as
readers who are meeting Doctor Fingal O'Reilly for the very ﬁrst time.

An Irish Doctor in Peace and at War
An Irish Country Novel
Forge Books Doctor O'Reilly heeds the call to serve his country in Irish Doctor in Peace and At War, the new novel in
Patrick Taylor's beloved Irish Country series Long before Doctor Fingal Flahertie O'Reilly became a ﬁxture in the
colourful Irish village of Ballybucklebo, he was a young M.B. with plans to marry midwife Dierdre Mawhinney. Those
plans were complicated by the outbreak of World War II and the call of duty. Assigned to the HMS Warspite, a
formidable 30,000-ton battleship, Surgeon Lieutenant O'Reilly soon found himself face-to-face with the hardships of
war, tending to the dreadnought's crew of 1,200 as well as to the many casualties brought aboard. Life in Ballybuckebo
is a far cry from the strife of war, but over two decades later O'Reilly and his younger colleagues still have plenty of
challenges: an outbreak of German measles, the odd tropical disease, a hard-fought pie-baking contest, and a local
man whose mule-headed adherence to tradition is standing in the way of his son's future. Now older and wiser, O'Reilly
has prescriptions for whatever ails...until a secret from the past threatens to unravel his own peace of mind. Shifting
deftly between two very diﬀerent eras, Patrick Taylor's latest Irish Country novel reveals more about O'Reilly's
tumultuous past, even as Ballybucklebo faces the future in its own singular fashion. At the Publisher's request, this
title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.

An Irish Country Cookbook
More Than 140 Family Recipes from Soda Bread to Irish
Stew, Paired with Ten New, Charming Short Stories from
the Beloved Irish Country Series
Forge Books From New York Times, USA Today, and Globe and Mail bestselling author Patrick Taylor comes ten new
short stories in the popular An Irish Country series paired with more than 140 delicious Irish family recipes in An Irish
Country Cookbook. Told from the perspective of beloved housekeeper Kinky Kincaid, one of the cherished starring
characters in Taylor’s An Irish Country series, An Irish Country Cookbook explores Ireland’s rich culture through its
delicious dishes and stories of its charming people. These authentic tried-and-true family recipes have been passed
down from generation to generation, and are the original comfort food for millions. Organized into sections such as:
starters, soups, breads, mains, sides, sauces, desserts, cakes, candy and treats, and Ulster Christmas recipes, this
cookbook brings the magic of Irish cooking and time-honored Irish traditions to life. The ten short stories starring Dr.
Fingal Flahertie O'Reilly, Dr. Barry Laverty, and the colorful village of Ballybucklebo will delight fans of the series and
new readers alike. From starters to sauces, Irish soda bread to Christmas dinner, these memorable dishes will bring a
taste of the world of the Irish Country books to every kitchen. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without
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Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.

Home Is the Sailor
An Irish Country Doctor Story
Forge Books Fans of Patrick Taylor's bestselling Irish Country novels know Dr. Fingal Flahertie O'Reilly as the irascible
senior partner of a general practice in the colourful Irish village of Ballybucklebo. But there was a time, shortly after
arriving in Ballybucklebo, that Dr. O'Reilly was not widely accepted by the villagers. This touching short story tell of
how O'Reilly, with a little help, began to overcome their objections. Whether you're visiting for the ﬁrst time, or you're
a long-time resident, you'll enjoy this fun glimpse into life Patrick Taylor's village of Ballybucklebo. At the Publisher's
request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.

Pray for Us Sinners
A Novel of the Irish Troubles
Forge Books In Patrick Taylor's thrilling series set during the Troubles in Northern Ireland, a British Army bomb-disposal
expert goes undercover to try to identify the source of the bombs being used by the Provisional IRA PRAY FOR US
SINNERS is a compelling look into a turbulent time in Irish history: Belfast 1973, when the Troubles are raging. Two
Ulstermen. Two sides. On one, British Army bomb-disposal oﬃcer Marcus Richardson; on the other, Davy MacCutcheon,
Provisional IRA armourer who has been constructing bombs since his teens. Both men are committed to their causes
until events shatter their beliefs, leaving each with a crisis of faith and an overpowering need to get out—but with
honour. When he is nearly killed by an exploding car bomb, Marcus welcomes the oﬀer of a transfer to the elite
SAS—provided that he ﬁrst accept an undercover mission to inﬁltrate the Falls Road ghetto, join the Provisional IRA,
identify their upper echelon, and expose their bomb-maker. When Davy's devices are used for civilian disruption rather
than military targets, the bomb-maker begins to question what he's doing. His work is being used to maim and kill
innocent people. His request to be discharged is countered by an order that he go on one last mission. Success will
bring Davy redemption and permission to leave Ireland with Fiona Kavanagh, the woman he loves. When the paths of
the two men cross, Davy realizes that he can use Marcus's expertise in plastic explosives. A runaway series of events
leaves both men in an abandoned farmhouse in the middle of a plot to kill the British prime minster. Can Marcus ﬁnd a
way to thwart the plan and escape with his life? At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital
Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.

When Scotland Was Jewish
DNA Evidence, Archeology, Analysis of Migrations, and
Public and Family Records Show Twelfth Century Semitic
Roots
McFarland The popular image of Scotland is dominated by widely recognized elements of Celtic culture. But a signiﬁcant
non–Celtic inﬂuence on Scotland’s history has been largely ignored for centuries? This book argues that much of
Scotland’s history and culture from 1100 forward is Jewish. The authors provide evidence that many of the national
heroes, villains, rulers, nobles, traders, merchants, bishops, guild members, burgesses, and ministers of Scotland were
of Jewish descent, their ancestors originating in France and Spain. Much of the traditional historical account of
Scotland, it is proposed, rests on fundamental interpretive errors, perpetuated in order to aﬃrm Scotland’s identity as
a Celtic, Christian society. A more accurate and profound understanding of Scottish history has thus been buried. The
authors’ wide-ranging research includes examination of census records, archaeological artifacts, castle carvings,
cemetery inscriptions, religious seals, coinage, burgess and guild member rolls, noble genealogies, family crests,
portraiture, and geographic place names.

An Irish Country Love Story
A Novel
Forge Books An Irish Country Love Story is the eleventh heartwarming installment in New York Times and Globe and Mail
bestselling author Patrick Taylor's beloved Irish Country series. It’s the winter of 1967 and snow is on the ground in
the colorful Irish village of Ballybucklebo, but the chilly weather can’t stop love from warming hearts all over the
county. Not just the love between a man and woman, as with young doctor, Barry Laverty, and his ﬁancee Sue Nolan,
who are making plans to start a new life together, but also the love of an ailing pensioner for a faithful dog that's gone
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missing, the love of the local gentry for the great estate they are on verge of losing, or Doctor Fingal Flahertie
O’Reilly’s deep and abiding love for his long-time home and practice. For decades, ever since the war, Number One
Main Street, Ballybucklebo, has housed O’Reilly and his practice. In recent years, it has also opened its doors to
O’Reilly’s wife, Barry Laverty, and a new addition to the practice, Doctor Nonie Stevens, a sultry and occasionally
prickly young woman who may not be ﬁtting in as well as she should. It is to Number One that patients young and old
come when they need a doctor’s care, for everything from the measles to a rare and baﬄing blood disease. An
unexpected turn of events threatens to drive O’Reilly from his home for good, unless the entire village can rally behind
their doctor and prove that love really can conquer all. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital
Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.

An Irish Country Practice
An Irish Country Novel
Forge Books An Irish Country Practice is the twelfth heartwarming installment in New York Times and Globe and Mail
bestselling author Patrick Taylor's beloved Irish Country series. Once, not too long ago, there was just a single Irish
country doctor tending to the lively little village of Ballybucklebo: Doctor Fingal Flahertie O’Reilly. Now his thriving
practice is growing by leaps and bounds. Not only has O’Reilly taken a new trainee under his wing, Doctor Connor
Nelson, he’s also added a spirited Labrador puppy to his ever-expanding household at Number One Main Street.
Meanwhile, his trusted partner, young Doctor Barry Laverty, ﬁnds himself wondering if he’s truly ready to settle down
and start a family with his lovely ﬁancée, Sue. As the doctors cope with domestic and professional challenges, they
also look after their patients and their ailments, including a mysterious cough, a housewife whose frequent
“accidents” may have a disturbing cause, and a respected colleague who might be succumbing to an old vice. All is not
sickness and worry, however. There’s plenty of joy and merriment to be found as well, from a visiting circus to racing
to sailing . . . and maybe even a happy ending or two. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital
Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.

The Wily O'Reilly: Irish Country Stories
Forge Books Long before Dr. Fingal Flahertie O'Reilly made most readers' acquaintance in Patrick Taylor's bestselling
novel An Irish Country Doctor, he appeared in a series of humorous columns originally published in Stitches: The
Journal of Medical Humour. These warm and wryly amusing vignettes provide an early glimpse at the redoubtable Dr.
O'Reilly as he tends to the colourful and eccentric residents of Ballybucklebo, a cozy Ulster village nestled in the
bygone years of the early sixties. Those seminal columns have been collected in The Wily O'Reilly: Irish Country
Stories. In this convenient volume, Patrick Taylor's legions of devoted fans can savor the enchanting origins of the
Irish Country series . . . and newcomers to Ballybucklebo can meet O'Reilly for the very ﬁrst time. An ex-Navy boxing
champion, classical scholar, crypto-philanthropist, widower, and hard-working general practitioner, Fingal Flahertie
O'Reilly is crafty and cantankerous in these charming slices of rural Irish life. Whether he's educating a naive man of
the cloth in the facts of life, dealing with chronic hypochondriacs and malingerers, clashing with pigheaded colleagues,
or raising a pint in the neighborhood pub, the wily O'Reilly knows a doctor's work is never done, even if some of his
"cures" can't be found in any medical text! At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights
Management Software (DRM) applied.

The Wedding Group
Hachette UK INTRODUCED BY CHARLOTTE MENDELSON 'It is time that justice was done to Elizabeth Taylor... All her
writings could be described as coming into the category of comedy. Comedy is the best vehicle for truths that are too
ﬁerce to be borne' ANITA BROOKNER '"You know,'"Midge began, and paused. She was rather taken aback, and could
not at once think of anything to say. "Perhaps there's nothing so dangerous as having led a sheltered life."' Cressy has
grown up in a world of women, presided over by her eccentric, artist grandfather Harry Bretton. Rebelling against the
wholesome, organic values of her home life, Cressy decides to leave home in search of more ephemeral pleasures.
Taking a job in an antiques shop, she meets David, a self-satisﬁed journalist, also looking for means of ﬂeeing the
family nest. But as Cressy cannot fend for herself and David is securely tied to his mother's apron strings, this act of
escape for both of them proves a powerful form of bondage. 'Elizabeth Taylor is ﬁnally being recognised as an
important British author: an author of great subtlety, great compassion and great depth. As a reader, I have found
huge pleasure in returning to Taylor's novels and short stories many times over. As a writer I've returned to her too - in
awe of her achievements, and trying to work out how she does it ' SARAH WATERS

The Provos
The IRA and Sinn Fein
A&C Black Based on the television documentary series of the same name, the author charts the history of the
Provisional IRA and Sinn Fein. Never before has an outsider had such access to record the remarkable history of the
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provisional IRA and Sinn Fein, the 'Provos', from their dramatic beginnings to the critical juncture they have reached
today - on the brink of becoming part of the cabinet in the new government of Northern Ireland. It is an astonishing
story. There are no images in this edition.

The Genesis One Code
Daniel Friedmann "The Genesis One Code" oﬀers a careful examination of the relationship between scientiﬁc theory and
biblical teaching. The book targets the origins debate from a fresh perspective informed by scientiﬁc and spiritual
research and demonstrates an alignment between the dates of key events described in Genesis 1 and 2 with those
derived from scientiﬁc theory and observation.

An Irish Doctor in Love and at Sea
An Irish Country Novel
Forge Books Long before Dr. Fingal Flahertie O'Reilly came to the colourful Irish village of Ballybucklebo, young
Surgeon-lieutenant O'Reilly answered the call of duty to serve in World War II. Fingal just wants to marry his beloved
Deirdre and live happily ever after. First he must hone his skills at a British naval hospital before reporting back to the
HMS Warspite, where, as a ship's doctor, he faces danger upon the high seas. With German bombers a constant threat,
the future has never been more uncertain, but Fingal and Deirdre are determined to make a life together . . . no matter
what may lie ahead. Decades later, the war is long over, and O'Reilly is content to mend the bodies and souls of his
patients in Ballybucklebo, but there are still changes and challenges aplenty. A diﬃcult pregnancy, as well as an old
colleague badly in denial concerning his own serious medical condition, tests O'Reilly and his young partner, Barry
Laverty. But even with all that occupies him in the present, can O'Reilly ever truly let go of the ghosts from his past?
Shifting eﬀortlessly between two singular eras, bestselling author Patrick Taylor continues the story of O'Reilly's
wartime experiences, while vividly bringing the daily joys and struggles of Ballybucklebo to life once more. At the
Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.

A Great Game
The Forgotten Leafs & the Rise of Professional Hockey
Simon and Schuster Surveys the tumultuous history of hockey in Toronto in the early years of the past century, as
professional teams began to replace dedicated amateurs at the highest levels of the sport, and examines sports
professionalism in Canada.

Gulag Town, Company Town
Yale University Press "The notorious Soviet Gulag gets a radical reinterpretation in this remarkable work of cutting-edge
history. By examining the history of Vorkuta, an Arctic coal-mining outpost established in the 1930s as a prison camp
complex, Alan Barenberg's insightfulstudy tests the idea that the Gulag was an 'archipelago' separated from Soviet
society at large"--Cover.

Only Wounded
Stories of the Irish Troubles
Forge Books Ireland, home of legendary poets and storytellers, has been wracked by bloody sectarian violence over the
last quarter century. Bombs and guns were, and once again are, the primary negotiation tools used by Catholic and
Protestant extremists in the conﬂict surrounding the sovereignty of Northern Ireland—the six counties known as
Ulster. Patrick Taylor's Only Wounded centers on the hopes and despairs of everyday life during The Troubles. New
York Times bestselling author Patrick Taylor traces an intricate narrative path through Ulster, detailing sensitive,
unbiased portraits of the ordinary—and not so ordinary—people caught in the partisan brutality of Northern Ireland. At
the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.

Prominent Families of New York
Being an Account in Biographical Form of Individuals and
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Families Distinguished as Representatives of the Social,
Professional and Civic Life of New York City
Kosher Jesus
Gefen Books Jesus of Nazareth is the most famous Jew who ever lived, yet remains profoundly alienated from his own
people. At best he is viewed as the founder of a new religion which for millennia was hostile to Judaism. At worst he is
seen as the source of world anti-Semitism, with the charge that the Jews were responsible for his death being the
impetus for the murder of countless Jews throughout the ages. But the historical Jesus is also foreign to most
Christians who are oblivious to the life he lived as a Jew, his real mission in ancient Judea, the source of most of his
celebrated teachings, and his ﬁrm attachment to his people. Shmuley Boteach oﬀers us a view of Jesus, based on
Jewish and Christian sources, that will serve as a bridge between two faith communities.

Proust
The Search
Yale University Press An arresting new study of the life, times, and achievement of one of the most inﬂuential writers of
the twentieth century "Taylor's endeavor is not to explain the life by the novel or the novel by the life but to show how
diﬀerent events, diﬀerent emotional upheavals, ﬁred Proust's imagination and, albeit sometimes completely
transformed, appeared in his work. The result is a very subtle, thought-provoking book."--Anka Muhlstein, author of
Balzac's Omelette and Monsieur Proust's Library Marcel Proust came into his own as a novelist comparatively late in
life, yet only Shakespeare, Balzac, Dickens, Tolstoy, and Dostoyevsky were his equals when it came to creating
characters as memorably human. As biographer Benjamin Taylor suggests, Proust was a literary lightweight before
writing his multivolume masterwork In Search of Lost Time, but following a series of momentous historical and
personal events, he became--against all expectations--one of the greatest writers of his, and indeed any, era. This
insightful, beautifully written biography examines Proust's artistic struggles--the "search" of the subtitle--and stunning
metamorphosis in the context of his times. Taylor provides an in-depth study of the author's life while exploring how
Proust's personal correspondence and published works were greatly informed by his mother's Judaism, his
homosexuality, and such dramatic events as the Dreyfus Aﬀair and, above all, World War I. As Taylor writes in his
prologue, "Proust's Search is the most encyclopedic of novels, encompassing the essentials of human nature. . . . His
account, running from the early years of the Third Republic to the aftermath of World War I, becomes the inclusive
story of all lives, a colossal mimesis. To read the entire Search is to ﬁnd oneself transﬁgured and victorious at
journey's end, at home in time and in eternity too."

Streets with a Story
The Book of Islington
How Do I Feel?
A Dictionary of Emotions for Children - with 60+
Deﬁnitions to Help Children Identify and Understand
Their Emotions
A dictionary of emotions for children ; with 60 deﬁnitions to help children identify and understand their emotions.
Includes parent/teacher notes.

A Man of Honour
HarperCollins The prequel to the million-copy bestseller, A Woman of Substance, where, high on the Yorkshire moors,
the story of Blackie O'Neill and Emma Harte begins... Orphaned and alone, 13-year-old Blackie O'Neill must leave
County Kerry to ﬁnd work and put food in his mouth. His only chance of survival lies with his mother's brother, far
away in Leeds. There, amid the noise and bustle, the mills and manufactories of the clothing industry that have made
Leeds one of England's most prosperous cities, Blackie's spark of ambition becomes a ﬂame. Working in his Uncle's
business, he nurtures a dream of throwing oﬀ the impotence of poverty, of building houses and perhaps even of
becoming a gentleman. And then, high on the Yorkshire moors, in the mists of a winter morning, he meets a kitchen
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maid called Emma Harte. And as the Victorian world gives way to the freedom of the Edwardian age, so a young man
and a servant girl seize a chance, against the odds, to build a better life... 'Heart-soaring and hopefuly, this is a story
about love, courage and ambition. A true treat for anyone fell in love with the original novel' Yours 'This captivating
read chronicles 13-year-old orphan Blackie O'Neill's migration from Ireland . . . when he meets Emma Harte, it ignites a
lifetime of friendship' Woman Don't miss this stunning new novel from Barbara Taylor Bradford!

Marriage in Ireland, 1660–1925
Cambridge University Press What were the laws on marriage in Ireland, and did church and state diﬀer in their
interpretation? How did men and women meet and arrange to marry? How important was patriarchy and a husband's
control over his wife? And what were the options available to Irish men and women who wished to leave an unhappy
marriage? This ﬁrst comprehensive history of marriage in Ireland across three centuries looks below the level of elite
society for a multi-faceted exploration of how marriage was perceived, negotiated and controlled by the church and
state, as well as by individual men and women within Irish society. Making extensive use of new and under-utilised
primary sources, Maria Luddy and Mary O'Dowd explain the laws and customs around marriage in Ireland. Revising
current understandings of marital law and relations, Marriage in Ireland, 1660–1925 represents a major new
contribution to Irish historical studies.
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